ABSOLUTELY SECURE. ABSOLUTELY SMART

DTR technology offers
tamper-proof security on
level-2 authentication.

Integrated roll-to-card
manufacturing decreases
risks, lead time and costs.

ABSOLUT-ID. Turn-key solution for integrated card manufacturing
The ABSOLUT-ID solution presents card manufacturers and project owners with a fully integrated and turn-key security card
manufacturing solution. It integrates Agfa’s proven and secure personalisation technology together with standard card features
in one single roll-to-card production process. Thanks to the web-based approach and by placing the card personalisation stage at
the beginning of the production process, the solution brings substantial cost benefits in production efficiency, site and transport
security and cash flow; all of which results in the economically smart delivery of high-security cards.

Absolutely proven.
Agfa’s Diffusion Transfer Reversal (DTR) technology is the cornerstone of
the ABSOLUT-ID solution. DTR is a sophisticated imaging process that
generates images inside the top coat layer of the card core material
and between the pattern lines of standard security print. It delivers
perfectly sharp images of photographic quality – no dots, no pixels. This
makes card counterfeit and image tampering virtually impossible with any
publicly available technology. Any attempt to falsify will immediately be
revealed during a level-2 authentication check by means of a simple loupe.

Agfa’s DTR technology

Traditional printing

Agfa’s DTR delivers perfectly sharp images in continuous tone (left)
without any dot or pixel as opposed to conventional printing (right).
Considering the relatively small portrait area on security cards the image
quality of DTR personalisation adds to more effective and reliable visual
identity checks.

“

Agfa’s ABSOLUT-ID
sets a new standard in
security card
manufacturing costs

“

  
Absolutely secure.

Personalisation “underneath” the security print

Via the migration of silver salts, the DTR image is generated between the
pattern lines of the pre-printed security print and will seem to be positioned
underneath them; the right picture shows no DTR image where the security
print is removed. Since the DTR image is encapsulated in the card’s top
layer of less than 10 microns, it is virtually impossible to manipulate it.

Natural light

Over recent years, Agfa’s Diffusion Transfer Reversal
technology has established a track record of value and
reliability in several large size projects around the world.
ABSOLUT-ID enjoys state-of-the-art image and data processing
from Agfa’s partner LCsys, the French expert in digitisation,
image processing and manufacturing of security documents.

On a DTR image, a security element
printed in UV sensitive ink, like f.i. a
line, will show in white (since DTR
will not generate an image where
there’s ink). Under UV light, this
line will show in the color of the UV
ink and cover precisely all of the
white and none of the surrounding
image. The card is a fake when the
lines under respective light sources
do not coincide 100%.

UV light




 Absolutely game-changing.
Absolutely smart.
ABSOLUT-ID integrates the card production and personalisation processes
into one single production environment while simultaneously reducing
cost and risk of security breach.
Whereas the traditional card manufacturing approach starts with
a sequential and geographically distributed preparation of not yet
personalised cards, the ABSOLUT-ID production flow is web-based and
starts with the card personalisation – a simple change in paradigm that
presents a new cost scale to the card manufacturing industry.

(*) example configuration
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Security printed card
core on roll
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Transfer personalisation
into the DTR-layer between
the security print lines
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Overlay material with
or without hologram,
thermal transfer, ...
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Punching the
personalised cards
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Transfer personalisation
to the negative film
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Return empty
negative film
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Lamination unit
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Chip milling and
encoding
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Card collector
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Rest material

ABSOLUT-ID cards are produced in a roll-to-card process that integrates personalisation, lamination, die cutting and chipping. This offers great efficiency compared
to the current sequential and often geographically distributed approach. It eliminates the need for expensive card preparation and the idle cash it represents
waiting for personalisation. Integrated production in one single environment allows reducing security risk and the associated cost.

ABSOLUT-ID. Compatible with standard security features
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DTR generates personalisation image and data
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Ghost image in DTR
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Standard security printing
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Standard rainbow printing
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UV sensitive security print (red)
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ABSOLUT-ID. Great benefits from smart production set-up

Card
personalisation
before building
up card value

No idle cash
in costly cards
waiting for
personalisation

Integrated
production to
finished cards

Single and small
size production
location

Cost reduction
of site security

Transport of
personalised
cards only

Optional security
features

Flexible and multipurpose application (ID
cards, voting and access
cards, driving
licenses, ...)

Card issuance
immediately
after production

One single
operator

Cost reduction
of security
transport since
limited value
for theft

Quick
invoicing

Roll-to-card
process

Finished cards
immediately
available

No intermediate
stock of not yet
personalised
cards

No idle cash
waiting for
personalisation

Compact
set-up

Flexible
production
location

AGFA FOR SECURITY More than meets the eye
To complement its offering of the ABSOLUT-ID integrated card manufacturing solution, the Agfa Group also offers card overlay films as well as singlelayer and core card materials branded PETix. Additionally, the portfolio includes a range of high-end design and general software solutions to meet the
needs of the security printing market.

www.agfa.com/idsecurity

ABSOLUT-ID

Security Card Solution

PETix PETF

Laser Engraving Overlays

ARZIRO

General Security Solutions
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